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For Q16- 1:Poor  2:Below Average  3:Average  4:Good  5:Very Good

02.115 Global Shakespeare
Instructor Evaluation (Cohort-Based Classes)

No. of respondents : 15
Instructor :  Rhema Hokama

Q14 The instructor shows inspiration and commitment to teaching and cares about the students. 4.9
Q15 The instructor is knowledgeable about the subject. 5.0
Q16 The instructor encourages participation and discussion. 5.0
Q17 The instructor is approachable. 4.9
Q18 The overall quality of the instructor is:  Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average/Poor    5.0
Q19 General comments about the instructor:

a very nice instructor!
Amazing course, amazing prof, never felt so comfortable in a class before. 
Thanks for bringing food for some of the classes and making them interesting.
Thank you for you kind guidance this term!



1:Strongly Disagree  2:Disagree  3:Neutral  4:Agree  5:Strongly Agree
For Q9 - 1:Poor  2:Below Average  3:Average  4:Good  5:Very Good

General Feedback about the Course Overall Ratings
Q3 The course has stimulated my interests to learn more about the subject. 4.9
Q4 The course has improved my knowledge on the subject. 4.9
Q5 The course is well organized and structured. 4.9
Q6 The course work load is manageable. 4.9
Q7 The course involved me in active learning experiences. (Active learning is any approach to teaching in 

which all students are asked to engage in the learning process. Commonly, students will engage in 
small or large activities centered around writing, talking, problem solving, or reflecting.)

4.9

Q8 After going through all the classes and assessments, I will be able to do what is prescribed in the 
learning objectives.

4.9

Q9 Overall, I would rate this course as: Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average/Poor  4.9
Q10 General comments about the course. Refer to separate 

tab for comments

HASS Specific Questions Overall Ratings
Q11 The in-class activities were clearly related to the assigned readings and lecture topics. 4.9
Q12 The in-class activities helped me understand key concepts from the assigned readings and lectures. 4.9
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Q1. What are the best three things about this course?
I liked The Tempest (but not the movie), the El Pacino/Jeremy Irons version of Merchant of Venice, and Ran (which means we should really watch more Kurosawa.)
1. I got opportunities to read Shakespeare's play. 2. Got opportunities to watch different movies about the plays. 3. Got opportunities to discuss Shakespeare's play in depth.
1. knowledge about shakespeare 2. the play of shakespeare 3. movie adopted from shakespeare's play
Very fun, Very insightful, Cool prof
Course is interesting, well structured, well taught
1. Reading Shakespeare 2. Watching films 3. Discussion
Loved the progression of discussions every week
I like how there are less readings but we can go more in depth into the readings. Interesting course which definitely increased our exposure to Shakespeare.
1. The open discussions and sharing of thoughts and opinions about the topics. 2. We get to see film renditions and different interpretations on Shakespeare's plays, provides different 
perspectives. 3. Letting us choose which plays to write reflections on
1) Learning life lessons from shakespeare. 2) Manageable workload. 3) Awesome Prof
the design of the course is nice, we get to analyse the text in details and form different aspects, which is cool and inspiring 
1) The films were very interesting 2) The class discussion was entertaining 3) Prof. Rhema is very approachable
the readings ( some ) and learning things about Shakespeare
Movie screening session is nice!



02.115 Global Shakespeare
Q9. General comments about the course:
Very nice course to take!
very interesting course!
The course itself is very insightful and gives a better lens on analyzing Shakespeares works


